Let’s Learn About Mental Health

Lesson 6

What Have We Learnt About Mental Health?
Resources
The 10 Oks Poster

Print large and put up in classroom

Not Now Bernard Story

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rsAi
r9vpzG0

Bernard Prompt Cards

Photocopy one per pair

Blank Mind Map

4 Photocopies on A3

Mental Health Questionnaire
Online or one per pupil

Learning Objectives
WALT:

● To recognise a range of feelings in
myself and others
● How to ask for help
● Know a range of strategies to
manage big feelings

The 10 OKs
(2 minutes)
Set the ground rules for the
discussion to create a safe
and open environment:
We will be talking about things that
can be tricky for some people.
During these lessons you are
expected to be supportive and
respectful of others.

Key Skills
• Managing information
• Thinking, problem-solving and
decision-making
• Being creative
• Working with others
• Self-management
• Language and interacting
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If what we learn about makes you
feel worried you should feel free to
approach a teacher, mental
health lead or any member of staff
you feel comfortable talking to if
you need help or advice. After
every lesson information will be
available and poster will be around
school to support you.
Negotiate and share these rules so
everyone understands and feels
safe and free from judgement and
heard and display in class.
Healthier Together | Simon Says

Let’s Learn About Mental Health

Teaching Input

How to Ask For Help

(3 minutes)

(10 minutes)

We have been learning about mental
health because it is important to look
after it, and help others look after
theirs, because good mental health
starts when you are young and lasts a
lifetime.
“Life is not about waiting for the storm
to pass, it is about learning to dance
in the rain”
There will always be challenges in
your life, but we can use the things we
have learnt about anxiety,
depression, self-harm and
bereavement to help us. We don’t
want to sit in the rain, get wet and
feel bad. We want to put on a coat,
build a boat, splash in the puddles
and dance! Today we are going to
learn who to ask for help and how to
ask for help when you or a friend are
ready.

Introduce and read the book ‘Not Now
Bernard’ by David McKee. Did Bernard’s
parents listen to him? Did he get the help
he needed? Is he feeling better? What
does Bernard need help with? Ask for
suggestions and use the best idea for the
role play.
We are going to use the prompt cards to
get ready to ask for help. In pairs children
to use prompt cards to prepare to talk to
his parents.
(What is he going to say? What he wants
to happen next? Practise it (call child line
to practise or mirror/friend). Who? Letter?
Find a quiet time. Take it slowly. It’s ok to
cry. Let them help you.) What made you
feel better? What worked well? What
didn’t?
When finished, ask the pupils: What did
Bernard say or do to try to get mum or
dad to turn around and listen? What did
Bernard’s parents keep saying? Can you
think of a better time to ask for help?
How do you think Bernard feels?
Next, ask the pupils what advice they
would give Bernard to get his parents to
listen to him. Write up some of the pupils’
ideas on the board.
You may wish to offer some of your own
phrases, such as, ‘Please listen’, ‘I want to
tell you something and I need you to
listen please’, ‘I’m worried / scared about
something and I need you to listen’. Invite
the pupils to work in pairs to role play and
practise these ideas in groups of 3, where
one child is Bernard and the others are
his mum and dad.
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Healthier Together | Simon Says

Let’s Learn About Mental Health

Mind Map Rotation

Closure (5 minutes)

(5 minutes)

http:// jacksonpollock.org/

Split class into 4. Give each group
a blank mind map with headings
anxiety, depression, self-harm and
bereavement. Provide with pens.
Children to come up with as
many ideas as possible for each
key theme: what it feels like, who
can get it, what to do to prevent
it, how to manage it, how to ask
for help. Voluntary groups,
charities, support available…?

Or come up with a class ‘mental
health handshake’ with different
endings.

Mental Health
Questionnaire
(5 minutes)
Use the Sentence Starters
Worksheet (cut up and give out).
In pairs, role play talking to
someone about a problem or a
worry. One person to use the
sentence starter to help them
begin the conversation. Ask the
children to talk about a safe
subject or give them imagined
scenarios, for example, “I am
worried that I can’t do my
homework”, “I am worried that
my friend doesn’t like me
anymore, “I am worried about…”

Plenary (5 minutes)
Recap what we have learnt
today about the following:
 What have you learnt about
mental health?
 How did you feel talking about
mental health and your
feelings?
 What did you find difficult?
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For example: upturned hand
moving in a circle means – do you
want to talk?
Ok fingers means – are you ok?
Thumbs up = yes / Thumbs down
= no

Put LOOK AFTER YOUR MENTAL HEALTH
poster on display

Further
Activities & Useful Apps
Smiling Mind is designed to
help young people with
the pressure, stress, and
challenges of daily life.
An app and online
platform providing 24hour support to young people
who are victims of bullying and
online abuse.

What did you find
interesting?
Healthier Together | Simon Says

6.4 Not Now, Bernard Prompt Cards

What is Bernard going to say?
What does Bernard want to happen next?
Practise it! (in the mirror/ to a friend/ to Childline)
Who is Bernard going to talk to?
Find a quiet time. Take it slowly. Let them help you.
Remember Bernard, it’s ok to cry!

What is Bernard going to say?
What does Bernard want to happen next?
Practise it! (in the mirror/ to a friend/ to Childline)
Who is Bernard going to talk to?
Find a quiet time. Take it slowly. Let them help you.
Remember Bernard, it’s ok to cry!

What is Bernard going to say?
What does Bernard want to happen next?
Practise it! (in the mirror/ to a friend/ to Childline)
Who is Bernard going to talk to?
Find a quiet time. Take it slowly. Let them help you.
Remember Bernard, it’s ok to cry!
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6. Let’s Learn About Mental Health: What Have We Learnt?
Learning Objectives
We are learning:
●
●
●

To recognise a range of feelings in
myself and others
How to ask for help
Know a range of strategies to manage
big feelings

Key Skills
●
●
●
●
●
●

Managing information
Thinking, problem-solving and decisionmaking
Being creative
Working with others
Self-management
Language and interacting

Resources
The 10 Oks template
Colour pens/pencils
‘Not Now Bernard’ by David McKee.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rsAir9v
pzG0)
Bernard Prompt cards
Blank mind map
Mental Health Questionnaire

PSHE Core Themes and Objectives
Health and wellbeing
 what positively and negatively affects their physical, mental and emotional health (including the media)
 to deepen their understanding of good and not so good feelings, to extend their vocabulary to enable them to explain both the range and intensity of
their feelings to others
 to recognise that they may experience conflicting emotions and when they might need to listen to their emotions or overcome them
 to recognise when and how to ask for help and use basic techniques for resisting pressure to do something dangerous, unhealthy, that makes them
uncomfortable, anxious or that they believe to be wrong
Relationships
 to recognise and respond appropriately to a wider range of feelings in others
 that their actions affect themselves and others
 the concept of ‘keeping something confidential or secret’, when we should or should not agree to this and when it is right to ‘break a confidence’ or
‘share a secret’
Living in the wider world
 To discuss and debate topical issues, problems and events concerning health and wellbeing and offer their recommendations to appropriate people
 to recognise the role of voluntary, community and pressure groups, especially in relation to health and wellbeing
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Teaching Input 5 minutes

The 10 Oks

We have been learning about mental health because it is important to look after it, and help others look after theirs,
because good mental health starts when you are young and lasts a lifetime. “life is not about waiting for the storm to
pass, it is about learning to dance in the rain” There will always be challenges in your life, but we can use the things we
have learnt about anxiety, depression, self-harm and bereavement to help us. We don’t want to sit in the rain, get wet
and feel bad. We want to put on a coat, build a boat, splash in the puddles and dance! Today we are going to learn
who to ask for help and how to ask for help when you or a friend are ready.

Remind of rules
from Lesson 1 and
display them in
classroom

Learning Activities

How to ask for help?
10 minutes

Introduce and read the book ‘Not Now Bernard’ by David McKee. Did Bernard’s parents listen to him?
Did he get the help he needed? Is he feeling better? What does Bernard need help with? Ask for
suggestions and use the best idea for the role play. We are going to use the prompt cards to get ready to
ask for help.i In pairs children to use prompt cards to prepare to talk to his parents.
(What is he going to say? What he wants to happen next? Practise it (call Childline to practise or
mirror/friend). Who? Letter? Find a quiet time. Take it slowly. Its ok to cry. Let them help you.) What made
you feel better? What worked well? What didn’t?
When finished, ask the pupils: What did Bernard say or do to try to get mum or dad to turn around and
listen? What did Bernard’s parents keep saying? Can you think of a better time to ask for help? How do
you think Bernard feels?
Next, ask the pupils what advice they would give Bernard to get his parents to listen to him. Write up some
of the pupils’ ideas on the board. You may wish to offer some of your own phrases, such as, ‘Please listen’,
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‘I want to tell you something and I need you to listen please’, ‘I’m worried / scared about something and I
need you to listen’. Invite the pupils to work in pairs to role play and practise these ideas in groups of 3,
where one child is Bernard and the others are his mum and dad.
Mind map rotation
5 minutes

Questionnaire

Split class into 4. Give each group a blank mind map with headings anxiety, depression, self-harm. Provide
with pens. Children to come up with as many ideas as possible for each key theme LOs: what it feels like,
who can get it, what to do to prevent it, how to manage it, how to ask for help. Voluntary groups,
charities, support available etc
Children to complete the questionnaire either online or paper copies, please keep safe send to or keep
until collected

Plenary 5 minutes

Closure 5 minutes

Discuss what you have learnt about mental health that you did http://jacksonpollock.org/
not know before? What did you find difficult?
or come up with a class ‘mental health handshake with different endings.
What did you find interesting?
For example: upturned hand moving in a circle means – do you want to
What will you remember?
talk?
Ok fingers means – are you ok? Thumbs up = yes / Thumbs down = no
Extension Activities / Home learning
Smiling Mind helps young
people with the pressure,
stress, and challenges of daily
life.

Poster in class or around school with child
is an app and
friendly and age appropriate information
online platform providing 24and signposts to further support children.
hour support to young people
who are victims of bullying
and online abuse.
www.childline.co.uk
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